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Precautions with Within-Subjects Experimental Designs 
 
Although within-subjects (repeated-measures) analyses have a great statistical power advantage over 
between-subjects analyses, there are some important precautions to be noted. For within-subjects experiments 
(and often, similarly to repeated measures and longitudinal studies with no within-subjects experimental 
manipulation), problems can arise that may be methodological confounds for hypothesized results—what 
Keppel and Wickens (2004) call incidental factors. 
 
Practice effects 
There may be systematic changes in measures because of multiple testing administrations. A simple example 
is giving the same ability test twice.  Students will be more likely to get questions correct the second time.  The 
consequence is improvement in the performance that is not due to increased ability.  
 
For within-subjects experiments, use of a single-order of administration of the treatments, such as control 
group then treatment group, may indicate an improvement, in which the change may be a result of practice 
effects rather than the effect of the treatment.  
 
The usual remedy is to counterbalance the order of the treatments, with half of the participants assigned to 
treatment first and half assigned to control first.  With more than two levels, counterbalancing can be done by 
using all possible orderings or a Latin square, which balances sequencing but does not require all possible 
orders (see section 13.6 in Myers et al., 2010 for more detail). The counterbalancing approach on average 
should help balance out the order effect, but it may create differences for the two groups.   
 
Practice effects can be examined by conducting a mixed between- by within-subjects ANOVA using Order by 
Treatment to determine if differences between the experimental groups differ by order group. 
 
Differential carryover effects   
Differential carryover effects is a methodological artifact that occurs when counterbalancing does not balance 
out order effects. One particular ordering, either treatment then control or control then treatment, creates a 
reaction to the dependent variable for that ordering only.  This will be shown in a significant interaction.  
 
Keppel and Wickens provide a nice summary of the course of action when this occurs.  
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